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BULGARIA

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN BULGARIA
Early in the current year the following data were made 

public relative to the general economic situation in Bulgaria: —■ 
Last year was generally speaking a year of success in agricultural 
production. The poor harvest yields of the previous years were 
in 1943 followed at last by a yield of corn sufficient to secure 
the entire demand of the inland market — and indeed to render 
possible an increase of the bread and flour rations. As a result 
of the protracted drought the yield of maize was poorer than 
had been expected; but this year no maize flour (cornflour) will 
be needed to supply the shortage in the bread supply. If last 
year's yield of maize should nevertheless prove inadequate, that 
will be due to an increased demand for that commodity to meet 
the needs of the fattening branch. The yield of other root-plants 
was a good one; and the satisfactory character of the yield of 
fruit is shown most strikingly by the fact that the export trade 
in preserved and fresh fruit actually trebled in the year 1943. 
The 1943 yield of oilseeds, on the other hand, was again a poor 
one; and, in view of the fact that considerable economy had to 
be exercised in respect of the consumption of animal fats too, 
there was a hitch in evidence in the supply, particularly early
in the year. According to the official report, this year’s supply
of fat is on the contrary already ensured. The yield of tobacco
in the year 1943 was 670,000 metric quintals, — roughly 5000
quintals in excess of the previous year’s yield.

In 1943 industry was detrimentally affected by the shortage 
in raw materials. The development of the index figures during 
the years of the war (taking the volume of the production of 
the year 1934/35 as =  100) was as follows: — 1939 r= 164;
1940 — 182; 1941 — 193; 1942 =  186; 1943 =  148. The shortage 
of raw materials less seriously affected the textile and leather 
industries, which are not dependent upon imports to such an 
extent as other branches. The more favourable results achieved 
by agriculture and animal-breeding encourage the hope that there 
will be an improvement in 1944 in the victualling industries too.

During the year 1943 too Bulgaria’s foreign trade showed an 
upward tendency; according to the figures relating to the period 
from January to August which have been made public, the 
foreign trade balance continued to show a suplus of exports. The
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volume of imports during the said period was 409,852 tons, the 
value represented being 9,660,000,000 leva; while the volume of 
exports was 418,297 tons, and the value 10,180,000,000 leva. 
Exports therefore showed an excess over imports in respect both 
of volume and of value. Germany heads the list among Bulgaria's 
foreign customers too; but after the withdrawal of Italy the 
neighboring States too assumed roles of importance in Bulgaria’s 
foreign trade. During the course of the year 1943 Bulgaria 
endeavoured by means of a whole series of commercial agreements 
to establish far-reaching trade connections.

A favourable symptom of the development of Bulgaria’s 
financial situation worth mentioning is the uninterrupted advance 
in the volume of savings deposits. The aggregate amount of de
posits in the custody of the Post Office Savings-Bank and of the 
commercial banks shows the following development: — December, 
1939, 15.01 billion; December, 1942, 25.12 billion; June, 1943, 
32.17 billion; August, 1943, 34.65 billion leva. There has been a 
fuither increase on practically the same scale in the amount of 
the note circulation, which at the end of December last was 
estimated at 27—29 billion leva. Since February, 1943, the 
National Bank of Bulgaria has not made public official data 
relating to the volume of the note circulation.

CROATIA
AFFORESTATION OF CROATIAN DOLOMITES

In Croatia almost the whole of the Dalmatian seacoast and 
parts of Bosnia and Herzegovina (a total area of some 300,000 
hectares) consist of barren, bleak dolomites (Carst hills). This 
barrenness and bleakness is the result of an unsystematic defor
estation or rather of a failure to re-afforest. Moreover, the flocks 
of goats have continuously cropped the young saplings in the 
eaily stage of development, that having led to their complete 
desiccation. The area of barren, bleak dolomite territory is 
constantly on the increase, the water and frequent tornadoes 
sweeping the earth from the rocks which have not been afforested. 
The trouble with the dolomite regions is not only that they are 
not fertile and produce nothing in the way of vegetation, but also 
that the lack of forests deprives the inhabitants of the valleys 
of protection against the force of the high winds blowing from the 
direction of the sea. Immediately after achieving its independence, 
the Croatian State set to work to afforest the dolomite districts 
of the country; A nursery for the rearing of saplings for the 
purpose of afforestation was organized over an area of 48 hec
tares: and this nursery is able in the course of 2—3 years to provide 
38,000,000 saplings for afforestation purposes. In 1941 an area 
of altogether 170 hectares was planted with saplings obtained
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from nurseries, a further area of 110 hectares being prepared for 
afforestation during the year 1942. To that end 850,000 saplings 
have been planted and 240 kilogrammes of seeds sown. The sums 
appropriated during the economic year 1941/2 for the affores
tation of the said area amounted to altogether 920,000 kuna.

The work of afforestation has been carried out primarily in 
the littoral region. The afforestation of the dolomitic districts 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina will have to be postponed until the 
return of peaceful times, when the necessary labour will be 
available and it will be possible to undertake the necessary 
operations. The partisan conflicts now raging are a serious 
obstacle in these regions to the work of afforestation, which 
demands considerable investments and systematic operations. In 
addition to afforestation, preventive measures have been taken 
too. An embargo has been placed on the pasturing of animals 
— above all, of goats — on areas planted with young saplings. 
Those forests which cannot be cut down owing to the lack of 
transport facilities (roads), though the trees are already beyond 
the normal age and are beginning to rot, have been lopped and 
the way opened for the development of fresh shoots or newly- 
planted saplings. Shrubwood forests have been systematically 
lcpped to enable the growth of the principal branches to further 
the development of the trees. The importance of these operations 
consists in their acting as an obstacle to further cross-fertilization.

Taking as our basis the relative quota oi afforestation 
effected in the economic year 1941/42, we may establish that the 
whole area of the dolomitic districts of Croatia can be afforested 
in a period of 50 years. We must not however forget that the 
first territories to be afforested have been those the afforestation 
of which presents the least difficulties, while greater difficulties
will have to be faced ----difficulties the seriousness of which
must increase — when undertaking the afforestation of the other 
regions, that involving a constant increase in the investments to 
be effected.

FIVE-YEAR PLAN IN CROATIA
In Croatia a five-year plan has been drafted for the procural 

of agricultural machinery / and tools. The volume of machinery 
required annually has been fixed; and it is proposed to take 
measures to supply these requirements by inland production. The 
work of manufacture is to be done, not exclusively in factories, 
but partly also by enlisting the collaboration of the co-operative 
societies of artisans and craftsmen. It is proposed to effect the 
distribution of the products, without the intervention of commerce, 
through the medium of the peasant unions.
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HUNGARY

THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN HUNGARY —
AS REFLECTED IN THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS OF THE NATIONAL BANK OF HUNGARY

On February 7th., the National Bank of Hungary held its 
Ordinary Annual General Meeting; the Report of the Board of 
Directors, which offers on the present occasion too an objective 
survey of the economic situation in Hungary, was previously 
made public. Speaking of the international situation, the Report 
establishes that the increasing difficulties impeding the satisfac
tion of civilian requirements and the enhancement of the 
disproportion between incomes and the volume of commodities 
available, are general phenomena in evidence in all belligerent 
countries alike and indeed have made their appearance to some 
extent in neutral countries too. Equally general are also the 
consequences resulting from this situation.

Despite the increasing difficulties incidental to everyday 
life, our Government and our economic life fully realize the 
necessity of preparations being made already for a return to 
peace economy. A beginning has already been made with this 
work of preparation. There can be no hope of a successful 
solution of the complicated problems awaiting us in this 
connection, unless all interested factors participate in the work 
of preparation, the detailed schemes to be drafted for the 
purpose being co-ordinated and welded into comprehensive 
conceptions taking due account of actual possibilities.

From the point of view of agriculture last year was only 
in part of a more favourable character than the previous year.

Despite the unfavourable weather conditions, the yields of 
the plants best capable of withstanding the effects of the 
drought — above all wheat, rye, barley and oats — were better 
than those of the previous year, being either good average or 
good. As against the unfavourable results obtained by agrarian 
cultivation strictly so called, the crops yielded by vineyards and 
orchards were in general of a satisfactory character.

The increase in the live stock came to a standstill as a 
consequence of the unfavourable conditions prevailing in respect 
of the supply of fodder; indeed, there was a slight decrease 
in the stocks of horned cattle and horses and a noteworthy 
decrease in the number of pigs and sheep. The decrease in the 
live stock was due also to the fact that — with the condition 
of the animals deteriorating as a consequence of the shortage 
of fodder — there was a greater proportion than usual of 
losses resulting from the ravages of animal diseases. The stock 
of poultry was particularly seriously affected. For the reasons 
already referred to the decline in the output of animal products
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assumed even greater dimensions than the scarcity of fodder 
led us to expect.

As a consequence of the advance of agrarian prices and 
of the improvement in the results of the harvest, the cash 
receipts of Hungarian agriculture in the economic year 1943/44 
may, according to the calculations of the Hungarian Economic 
Research Institute (based upon the prices in force in November, 
1943), be expected to amount to 4500 million pengo, — as 
against cash receipts amounting to 2800 million pengo in the 
previous economic year. Relatively speaking, the largest supplies 
of ready money are those in the possession of smallholders. 
The increase in the cash receipts of agriculture and the 
abundance of ready money in evidence among the farming 
classes have made it possible to speed up the adjustment of 
the indebtedness of “protected” estates.

The aspect presented by our industrial and mining industry 
output is anything but uniform in character. There was an 
output in excess of that of the previous year in the heavy 
industries, in the chemical industry, in the leather industry, the 
production of which is still considerably below that of pre-War 
days, and in the victualling industries. On the other hand, 
there was a decline in the spinning and weaving industry, in 
the stone, earthenware and glass industries, in the wood 
industry and — towards the close of the year — in the paper 
industry too. The set-back was in most cases due to the 
difficulties attending the supply of coal and energy, as well as 
to the decline in the importation of raw materials and half- 
manufactured articles ensuing as a consequence of the war 
conditions. In the manufacturing industry and in the mining 
industry —- despite the difficulties experienced in ensuring a 
supply of raw materials — last year too considerable invest
ments were effected.

There was a noteworthy advance during the course of the 
year in the price-level. The increase in the cost of living 
necessitated a corresponding adjustment of wages and of the 
emoluments of employees. According to the wholesale trade 
prices index calculated on the basis of the official prices by 
the Central Bureau of Statistics, by the end of October last 
the general Hungarian price-level showed an advance of 52%>; 
the advance being one of 49% in the case of agrarian 
and of 56e/o in that of industrial products. The increases of 
prices effected during the course of the year proved that the 
advance of prices ensuing in the more' important branches of 
production affects the other branches of production too, the 
result being that neither of those branches can for any length 
of time enjoy advantages over the other branch due to an 
increase of prices.

Down to the end of November the value of our exports
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amounted to 1116 million pengo, as against 982 million pengo 
in the corresponding period of the previous year; the increase 
being therefore one of 14°lo. The value of our imports advanced 
from 837 million pengo in the previous year to 1053 million 
pengo, — an increase of 20°/o. Owing to the considerable 
advances of prices ensuing in Hungary during the course of
the year, it is difficult to ascertain what changes took place in 
the volume of our foreign trade. It would appear, however, that
— assuming that prices remained the same — there was probably
a decline in the volume of our trade in 1943. The value of 
our agrarian exports advanced by only 9%>. During last year 
too our trade with Germany represented more than one-half 
of our total foreign trade — 59°/o on the exports and 52% on 
the imports side. Italy's share of our export trade was 14% 
and her share of our import trade 19%. In the last four
months of the year — as a consequence of the political events
— our trade with Italy declined to an almost negligible volume.

The very considerable demand for credit made by the
State, the Public Supply Administration and the industries
engaged in producing goods required for national defence and 
other public purposes, impelled the Bank to enforce still more 
strictly the selective credit policy introduced in the year 1942.

In taking these measures the Bank was actuated, not only 
by a desire to reserve the resources of the credit organization 
primarily for the purpose of meeting the requirements of the 
State and providing other credits serving general interests, but 
also by an endeavour to prevent the surpluses of buying power 
disturbing the course of the economic life of the country and being 
augmented also by the aid of credits not serving public interests. 
The increased severity of the control of credit resulted in the 
investments of the banking companies — generally speaking — 
increasing only on the scale motivated by the war economy.

The amount of credit serving private purposes probably 
decreased during the course of the year as a result of the 
repayments and payments of sinking fund instalments effected. 
The new credits of this nature granted last year were all of 
small amounts and were of a social character. Repayments were 
effected chiefly by agrarian debtors.

The advance in the amount of deposits did not suffice to 
cover even one-fourth of the new credits (totalling altogether 
2300 million pengo) granted by the banking companies.

In the work of meeting the credit requirements of industry 
an important role was played by the Industrial Labour Organiza
tion Institute. The Transylvanian Labour Organization Institute 
also contributed very largely to the work of supplying credits 
serving similar purposes.

The issue of bonds and shares was of a relatively restricted 
character. The aggregate amount of the issues of non-State
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bonds totalled altogether 63 million pengo; the bulk of these 
bonds were issued to cover loans taken up by the Municipality 
of Budapest.

The amount paid in in 1943 to the credit of the foreign 
exchanges accounts of the National Bank of Hungary opened 
with foreign banks was 2028 million pengo, — as against the 
amount of 1737 million pengo recorded for the previous year. 
These amounts include also the so-called "loro” receipts -— 
sums due, not to the Bank, but to third parties. The foreign 
exchanges and currencies taken over by the National Bank as 
additions to its own stock in 1943 represented the value of 
1697 million pengo, — as against 1379 million pengo in 1942. 
These amounts include also the receipts of the Foreign Credi
tors Fund. In addition to the foreign exchanges and currencies 
paid in to the Bank, the amount of the receipts entrusted to 
the custody of the Bank which were not paid in to the credit 
of the Bank’s own foreign exchanges accounts or were booked 
under the head of compensation payments, was 189 million 
peengo in 1943, — as against 147 million pengo in 1942.

The sums paid out in 1943 to the debit of the Bank's 
foreign exchanges and currencies accounts with foreign banks 
was 1473 million pengo, — as against 1213 million pengo in 
1942. The foreign exchanges and currencies transmitted by the 
Bank out of its own stocks in 1943 represented a value of 1733 
million pengo, — as against 1373 million pengo in the previous 
year. The sales of foreign exchanges to the debit of third 
parties' foreign exchanges accounts in 1943 represented an
aggregate value of 186 million pengo,----as against 127 million
pengo in the year 1942. The gold reserve shown in the Bank’s 
Accounts was unchanged (representing an amount of 100 million 
pengo); while the value of the foreign exchanges reserve shown 
at the end of 1943 stood at the amount of 4.000.000 pengo, — 
as against 2.000.000 pengo at the end of the previous year. The 
metal reserve — calculated to include also the premiums at 
present in force — therefore showed an advance during the 
year (by 4.000.000 pengo) to the amount of 104 million pengo.

After having in the first quarter of the year remained 
practically unchanged, in the second quarter too the note 
circulation showed only a slight increase, the June average being 
3074 million as compared with the January circulation of 2896 
million pengo. In the second half of the year, however, it began 
to increase on a larger scale, the December average then 
amounting to 4259 million pengo. The per capita quota of the 
note circulation at the end of 1943 was 296 pengo, — as against 
201 pengo in the previous year. The advance of the note circula
tion is in keeping with the general advance in prices. Our 
wholesale trade price index shows that the advance in the price- 
level down to the end of October last was one of 52°/o, while
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the increase in the note circulation was one of 49%>. The 
circumstance that — despite the concentration within an 
unusually short period of the marketing of the harvest yield 
and the very considerable credit requirements of the State — 
the note circulation did not advance on the same scale as the 
increase in the price-level, would appear to point to an 
acceleration of the rate of the money circulation.

RUMANIA
ECONOMIC NEWS FROM RUMANIA

At the close of last year the Official Gazette authorized 
the national co-operative institute to import from Germany — 
on the basis of the German-Rumanian economic agreement 
concluded on February 2nd., 1943 — agricultural machinery of 
the value of 17.000.000 Reichsmarks. The details of the transac
tion were recently made public. The machines io be imported 
include: — 1050 tractors, 1050 tractor-ploughs, 100 other mecha
nically-driven ploughs, 21.000 ploughs for animal-traction, 
3500 harrows, 2300 drill-ploughs, 3500 chaff cutters, 210 thresh
ing machines, 330 simple reaping-machines, 210 reaping and 
sheaf-binding machines and 175 trieurs and combination machines 
respectively.

Within the framework of the same import transaction the 
Ministry for Agriculture has sanctioned the importation from 
Germany — for breeding purposes — of 60 head of thorough
bred cattle, 156 pure-breed pigs, 500 pure-breed hens and 600 
pure-breed rabbits.

600 merino sheep have been imported from Germany for 
the purpose of furthering the breeding of sheep; and, with the 
approval of the "Wolle und Tierhaare” Co. Ltd., of Berlin, Erik 
Kortchakovszky, a German expert authority on sheep-breeding, 
has been engaged for a year to assist animal-breeders in Ru
mania by giving them practical advice respecting the breeding 
of pure-breed sheep.

Last year steps were taken also to supplement the tech
nical equipment of the fishing industry; in a single month, for 
instance, fin the month of June), fishing tackle of the value of 
5.017.470 lei was imported from Germany.

In the January 16th., 1944, issue of the “Bursa”, a daily 
devoted to questions of economic policy, an interesting article 
was published showing the decline in the value of the yield of 
Rumanian corn-growing resulting from the set-back in the 
average yield per hectare, as well as the measure of the value 
which — as compared with the other corn-growing countries — 
Rumania thereby deprives herself of. The material furnished by 
M. Serban Gherghiu, the eminent mathematician and statistician
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who is Director of the Bureau of Statistics in the Ministry of Fi
nance, shows that, as compared with the general European average 
yields, the yields of the five principal kinds of cereals (wheat, 
maize, rye, barley and oats) in Rumania in the years 1920—39 
revealed the following average yearly shortages or losses in 
value: 140.000 truckloads of wheat, 180.000 truckloads of maize,
100.000 truckloads of rye, 60.000 truckloads of barley and 30.000 
truckloads of oats. For in the said period (1920—39) the actual 
harvest yield obtained in Rumania amounted to 5.861.000 truck- 
loads of wheat, 9.383.000 truckloads of maize, 2.782.000 truck- 
loads of rye, 1.666.000 truckloads of barley and 637.000 truck- 
loads of oats, — as against a general harvest yield of 8.637.000 
truckloads of wheat, 13.064.000 truckloads of maize, 4.802.000 
truckloads of rye, 2.902.000 truckloads of barley and 933.000 
truckloads of oats. A comparison of the two sets of figures 
shows that in the twenty years in question Rumania produced
2.796.000 truckloads of wheat, 3.681.000 truckloads of maize,
2.020.000 truckloads of rye, 1.236.000 truckloads of barley and
732.000 truckloads of oats less than the average yield shown 
by the other European countries. For, whereas in Rumania the 
average yield per hectare is shown to be 9.36 metric quintals 
in the case of wheat, 10.55 quintals in the case of maize, 7.20 
quintals in the case of rye, 8.40 quintals in the case of barley 
and 9.12 quintals in that of oats, the average European yields 
are as follows: — wheat, 13.82 quintals, maize, 14.83 quintals, 
rye, 13.96 quintals, barley, 14.77 quintals, oats, 13.24 quintals. 
If we take the average yield of corn of Rumania as =  100, we 
find that the average yield of the other European corn-growing 
countries is as follows: — wheat, 148; maize, 141; rye, 194; 
barley, 176; and oats, 145. And, if we calculate the loss in 
money value involved, we find that during the 20 years in 
question Rumania suffered losses aggregating no less than 
453.500 million lei — a loss of some 22.500 million lei a year!
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B U D A P E S T .  
M U N I C I P A L  M I N E R A L  
B A T H S  A N D  S P R I N G S
ST. GELLERT MEDICINAL BATHS AND 
HYDROPATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Radio-active thermal springs, 47° C. Firstrate hotel 
with 260 bedrooms. Special prices for full treat
ment. Effervescent swimming-pool. Medical treat
ment. Modern equipment.
Address: Szt. Gellert-ter 1., Budapest, XI. 
Telephone: 268-800.

RUDAS MEDICINAL BATHS AND HYDRO
PATHIC ESTABLISHMENT

Thermal pool and radium baths. Modern hydro
pathic establishment. Dietetic catering. Special 
inclusive terms. Indoors swimming-pool.
Address: Dobrentel-ter 9. Budapest.

SZECHENYI MEDICINAL BATHS
Sulphuric thermal water, 76° centigrade, springing 
from a depth of 1238 metres. Psychotherapy 
department with modern equipment.
Address: Varosliget Budapest.

DRINKING CURES
The Hungaria, Attila and Juventus radio
active springs in the Rudas Park. Splendid 
results in cases of kidney, stomach, intestine and 
gall troubles, high blood pressure and premature 
old age. Ask your doctor 1


